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Hero MotoCorp board approved an INR 420 crores investment
in Electric 2W start-up Ather Energy. Before this proposed
investment, Hero MotoCorp's shareholding in Ather Energy stood at
34.8%. 
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In addition, Hero MotoCorp will make a PIPE investment
in Gogoro, Taiwan based technology leader in battery
swapping ecosystems. The company is also partnering with
Gogoro to bring electric vehicles and its battery-swapping
network to India and other global markets. 

Hero MotoCorp is also expected to unveil its first electric scooter in March 2022,
which will be manufactured at its Chittoor facility in Andhra Pradesh. This scooter will come
with Ather Energy’s fast-charging technology. 

Honda has established a
local subsidiary in India
(Honda Power Pack Energy
India Pvt Ltd) to conduct
battery swapping service
business. Expected to start e-
3W battery swapping network
in Bengaluru in the first half of
2022 using Honda's
swappable battery packs
'Mobile Power Pack e:'.

Pack Specifications

 

TVS Motor Company has acquired a 75%
stake in the Swiss E-Mobility Group (SEMG).
SEMG is a leading provider of e-mobility
solutions within the DACH region, operating
the largest pure-play e-bike retail chain M-way
in Switzerland with close to USD 100M in
revenue. The acquisition has been made in an
all-cash deal through TVS Motor’s Singapore
Subsidiary, TVS Motor (Singapore) Pte Ltd.

TVS had also recently acquired majority stakes
in European companies Norton Motorcycles
and EGO Movement. 
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INVESTMENTS

 

Chandigarh based Electric commercial vehicle start-up EVage Ventures has raised USD 28
million in a seed round from US-based venture capital firm RedBlue Capital. 

Chennai based The ePlane Company, started
at IIT Madras in April 2017 by Prof Satya
Chakravarthy and Pranjal Mehta, announced
Pre-Series A fundraise of $5M to build the
most compact flying taxi in the world. Speciale
Invest and Micelio Mobility led the round. The
start-up had also raised a seed round of USD 1
Million in Dec 2020.

Ola Electric raised over $200 million from Tekne Private Ventures, Alpine Opportunity
Fund, Edelweiss and others, at a valuation of  $5 billion. 

Ola Electric also announced that it would invest over $100M over the next 5 years to
set up Ola Futurefoundry, a global centre for advanced engineering and vehicle design,
in Coventry, UK. It will house global talent across multiple disciplines of 2W and 4W vehicle
design, advanced high-performance automotive engineering, and vehicle R&D around new
energy systems, including cell technologies. 

EVage’s first vehicle, the Model X, is a one-
tonne truck designed for the commercial
delivery vehicle market and will be launched this
year. They have deployed 6 vehicles already for
testing, which have covered more than 2,50,000
km - CEO Inderveer Singh shared with
EVreporter.

 

Murugappa group firm Tube Investments of India (TII)
has acquired a 70% stake in Hyderabad based
electric tractor maker Cellestial E-Mobility with an
investment of INR 161 crores. 

Also, TII plans to infuse up to INR 350 crores to set up a 100% subsidiary,
consolidating its EV business, including its 3W venture and other EV-related ventures.
The electric autos will be the first to launch - around Q1 of FY 22-23.  

The acquisition is expected to complete before March 15, 2022. TII will also seek
shareholders' approval for an incremental increase in investment in Cellestial up to INR 139
crore as per business requirements. The total investment in the start-up will not exceed
INR 300 crore. In May 2021, Cellestial E-mobility had raised 0.5 million USD in Pre-Series A.
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Ashok Leyland's electric vehicle business
Switch Mobility is close to raising $200M at
a valuation of $1.4 to $1.8 billion. 

The deal is expected to be announced in the
next 8-12 weeks, and Switch will use the funds
to expand manufacturing capacity, develop
new products and enter new markets.

Switch Mobility also announced the site for its Advanced Manufacturing and Technology
Centre in Valladolid, Spain. The 28-acre site will be transformed into a manufacturing and
R&D hub for Switch Mobility’s electric buses and light commercial vehicles. €100 million
investment is planned over the next decade.

California based connected vehicle platform
company Sibros announced its $70 million
Series B funding round led by Energy
Impact Partners, with participation from
Fontinalis Partners, Google, Iron Pillar,
Qualcomm Ventures and existing investors
Nexus Venture Partners and Moneta
Ventures.

Volkswagen Group (VWAG) has acquired a 25% stake in battery technology
company 24M Technologies. VWAG will establish a wholly-owned subsidiary to develop
24M's SemiSolid battery cell production technology for automotive applications.

After raising $1.5 million from We Founder Circle and others in Dec 2021, Bengaluru based
start-up Oben EV has raised another $1 million from Krishna Bhupal, Board Member of
GVK Power & Infra and Shajikumar Devakar, Executive Director IIFL Wealth, along with
others as a part of the seed round. The brand is expected to launch its first electric
motorcycle in the coming months. 

StoreDot - an Israel based battery company focussed on extreme fast charging (XFC)
battery technology for EVs, has announced the first close of its Series D funding
round of up to $80 million. The lead investor is the Vietnamese EV manufacturer
VINFAST LLC. Other participants in the round are bp ventures and Golden Energy.
StoreDot’s strategic investors also include Daimler, Samsung Ventures and TDK. 
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Properties like high energy density, efficient charge-discharge cycles, and established
infrastructure make lithium-ion batteries the preferred choice for energy storage
applications worldwide. As a result, the demand and prices of lithium-ion batteries (Li+
or LIB) have been on the rise. 

SODIUM-ION BATTERIES - AN
ALTERNATIVE TO LI-ION BATTERIES?

Li+ vs. Na+ batteries
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It seemed like a reasonable time for one of India’s biggest private firms, Reliance, to
enter the battery technology space. Reliance New Energy Solar Ltd. recently
acquired UK-based Faradion for £100mn. Faradion is one of the world’s leading
companies working on non-aqueous sodium-ion technology. Besides, it has a strong
patent portfolio on the technology. Even though sodium-ion batteries (Na+ or SIB) are in
the limelight now, researchers have worked on them alongside lithium-ion batteries
since the 1970s. This article by Govind Kedia reflects on why it seems like a viable
alternative to lithium-ion batteries.

Owing to the natural existence and similar chemistry to lithium-ion, sodium ions have
regained interest. We look at how sodium compares with lithium as a metal ion battery
alternative:

Energy density - It is the amount of electrical power that can be stored in a given
space or system. Studies show that typical lithium battery systems have higher
energy density than sodium-ion batteries. Conventional lithium batteries have
specific energy in the 120-260 Wh/kg range.

Availability of resources - Lithium is non-uniformly distributed in the earth’s crust and
is harder to extract. On the other hand, sodium is much easier to source as it is the
sixth most abundant element. But when we compare the impact on resource depletion,
the picture gets more complicated. This is the impact caused due to the use of heavier,
bigger structures for making Na+ batteries. This is because Na+ batteries have a lower
energy density than Li+ batteries. So a lower energy density will need a larger battery
which means more metals and materials for battery making.

Geographic distribution of the metal ions - Some studies show that Australia,
Chile, Argentina and China are home to almost all the lithium. This estimate becomes
more evident from the fact that China is home to the world’s largest lithium-based
battery makers. Sodium, owing to its wide natural occurrence, is easier to source.

https://evreporter.com/
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Fast charging capacity and cycling behaviour - One of the significant concerns with
lithium-ion batteries is the fire hazards they can cause, as they are susceptible to high
temperatures and inflammable. Li+ battery packs degrade much faster than expected
due to heat. In contrast, Na+ batteries discharge until 0 Volts, preventing leakage of
electric current when in transit. Besides, some Na+ batteries have shown faster charge
and discharge capability than Li+.

How does a sodium-ion battery work?

How does sodium chemically compare with lithium?

Let’s look at this from a fundamental perspective - the periodic table of elements.
Lithium and sodium belong to the first group of the periodic table of elements, called
the alkali elements. These highly reactive elements tend to lose their valence electrons
to become cations. These valence electrons help alkali atoms form ionic bonds with
other elements. Also, alkali elements in group I are analogous to each other in
characteristics. Thus, Na+ batteries have chemistry like Li+ batteries.

But there’s a catch. Na+ ions (1.02 Å) are larger compared to Li+ ions (0.76 Å). This
difference affects phase stability, transport properties, and interphase formation,
according to a research article.

Cell construction

Because of the chemically similar nature, Li+ and Na+ ion batteries have a similar cell
construction. Both have a cathode, an anode, a porous separator, and an electrolyte.
The following image from a review article by Yang-Kook Sun et al.[2] illustrates a sodium-
ion battery system. It shows some candidate materials for the cathode and anode,
electrolytes, separators, and binders as per the study. In general, the cathode is
based on a sodium-containing material. The anode may not be a sodium-based
material. The electrolyte would be a solution having dissociated sodium salts.

Fig. 1 Image from
a review article[2]
showing a Na-ion
battery system
with possible
cathode, anode
and electrolyte
materials.
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Operating principle of sodium ion batteries

When the battery is in use, ions migrate back and forth between the cathode and the
anode. This is why Li+ battery systems are also called ‘rocking chair’ or ‘swing’ batteries.
Na+ battery systems are also alike. Sodium ions rock back and forth between the
positive electrode (cathode) and the negative electrode (anode). The medium making
this transfer possible is the sodium-ion electrolyte. 

So charging and discharging the
battery takes place in a rocking
chair manner. Electrons flow in the
opposite direction at the same time
to counterbalance this ionic flow
when you apply an external
potential.[3]

Fig. 2 Image from [3], showing a
schematic illustration of the
operating principle of a typical
room temperature sodium-ion
battery system. The upper part of
the figure represents the energy
diagram of the electrolyte at an
open circuit.

How has the technology advanced over the years?

Initial works - In the 1960s to 70s, when the world was looking for solutions to pack
small systems with immense power, lithium and sodium-ion batteries came to the fore.
Two scientists in Ford Motor’s Scientific Laboratory put their heads together to explore
the possibility of using Na+ batteries in electric vehicles. The scientists were Joseph
Kummer and Neill Weber. They found the use of a sodium-sulfur battery in electric cars
in 1968. But, a significant hurdle to its practical use was the high temperature of
operation. You couldn’t start using the battery at room temperature. And a cold start
without extra, prior heating was impractical. 

Lithium-ion technology catches steam - Soon, people realised that lithium would
fulfil energy storage objectives, and sodium took a backseat. In 1991, the world began
to recognise the utility of lithium-ion batteries. Sony brought forward the world’s first
rechargeable li-ion battery to the market. Smartphones, digital cameras to Tesla’s semi-
truck work on Li+ ion batteries. The development of lithium-ion batteries is also
credited to John B. Goodenough. He received The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2019 jointly
with M. Stanley Whittingham and Akira Yoshino for developing these batteries.

https://evreporter.com/
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Subdued period of activity - The commercial use of lithium-ion batteries
overshadowed the viability of sodium-ion batteries. Interest in exploring lithium’s
potential led to several studies in Li+ battery systems and left white spaces for sodium.
Sodium-based technologies during this period were chiefly related to sodium-sulfur
and sodium secondary sulfur batteries. Up until the 2000s, sodium-based systems
faced problems with practical use. This was due to the lack of both negative and
positive electrode materials that could reversibly cycle sodium ions.[4] Reverse cycling
was necessary for developing rechargeable Na+ batteries.

Exploring anode and cathode options - Another
problem with Na ion in replacing Li-ion in batteries
was its larger size. The most common anode
material in Li-ion batteries is graphite. But graphite
couldn’t accommodate the larger sodium ion in the
required quantity. Scientists, in 2000, found a more
disordered carbon material as anode for this
purpose. This was hard carbon, which we know
more commonly as charcoal. After that, many others
explored other anode and cathode materials to
make reverse charging.[5]

Re-entering the battery arena - The higher cost, limited availability, and
unsustainable sourcing of its raw materials led to the search for alternatives. Enter
sodium ion.

The Sheffield, UK-based company Faradion filed its first patent on the technology
in 2014. This was a US granted patent on “Storage and/or transportation of
sodium-ion cells.” And sodium-ion technology re-entered the battery arena. Their
designs include oxide cathodes with hard carbon and a liquid electrolyte. These
were developed in the form of pouch cells. The company’s website states an
example of the cycling rates in the range of 2C (0.5 hours) to C/10 (10 hours).
Faradion also patented a technology to transport sodium-ion cells in the
shorted state at zero-volt. This ensures safe transport and storage of the
battery.

Chinese developments - Chinese firm HiNa Battery Technology Co., founded in
2017, introduced low-speed EVs using Na ion technology. The company has
several Na-ion battery patents, including materials, components, manufacture, and
applications. 

https://evreporter.com/
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Indian scenario

Recent developments in the Indian market also indicate a renewed interest in sodium-
ion batteries. Take the case of Sodion Energy. Former CTO of Ampere Vehicles, Bala
Pachayappa, founded Sodion Energy to work for a better alternative to Li+ batteries.
One of their preliminary designs has a battery capable of charging and discharging at a
3C rating. He argues that moving from Li+ to Na+ batteries would make EVs “cheaper
than IC-engine vehicles even without subsidies”. 

Other Indian startups, Sentient Labs and Roorkee-based Indi Energy are also working
in this direction. With Reliance's recent acquisition of Faradion and the
announcement of a gigafactory at Jamnagar, the commercial interest in
sodium-ion technology is set to rise.
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In 2021, one of the biggest battery makers in the world, CATL, announced its first
generation of sodium-ion batteries. It claims that the battery has an energy density
of 160 Watt-hour per kilogram and will take 15 minutes to reach 80% SOC at room
temperature.
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International Industry Standard Laboratory, where all products are validated according
to USCAR2 & 37 specifications and DFMEA validation as per customer requirement.

Catering to the space limitations within battery
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current connectors. The 90° panel can be mounted using
M3/M5 screws and is available in a compact form factor
with IPXXB protection level. The ergonomically designed
Banga100 connectors were launched in 2020, and these
are currently in use by many global players. The product
range also offers a 180° straight plug to provide more
options in discharge and charging applications. 
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CONNECTED VEHICLE ECOSYSTEM | WHY
DO E-VEHICLES NEED CONNECTIVITY,
AND WHAT DOES IT ENTAIL?
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Connectivity is beneficial in all types of powertrains because it saves time, provides
owners with the latest experience, keeps software current throughout the vehicle’s
lifecycle, and helps prevent costly recalls and repairs. With electric vehicles,
connected software plays an even larger role. 

The importance of connectivity for electric vehicles

EVs depend upon software to function properly. For instance - 

Software in the power distribution ECU regulates the power supply to all other
components, many of which have different voltage requirements. 
The charging ECU depends on a failsafe that prevents charging unless initial
conditions are met, such as charging station type and vehicle compatibility. 
Even the software in the inverter ECU, which is considered the heart of the EV, plays
a crucial role in power conversion. 

These are only a few of the 80+ ECUs found in EVs, all of which require connectivity to
keep software updated and to identify potential issues. OEMs can benefit from a
vertically integrated connected platform to access data from every ECU from vehicle
production to decommissioning (DAU - Data Acquisition Unit). It would allow them to
send vital software and firmware updates to optimise vehicle performance and
increase longevity. Without connectivity, owners would need to return to the dealer
every time an update was required. In addition, faults might go unnoticed for months or
even years, leading to critical problems or permanent damage.

Connected vehicle stakeholders ecosystem

OEMs, dealers, charging
networks, customers, fleet
operators, regulatory bodies,
insurance providers, financial
institutions, banks etc., are all
stakeholders in the
connected vehicle ecosystem
and can derive valuable
inputs for their respective
operations.
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Similarly, battery manufacturers, third-party service providers, and vehicle owners are
also in a position to gain. Connected data can reveal inconsistencies or faults, leading to
battery design improvements. It can also help determine battery usage patterns of
various electrical and electronic components such as wipers, seat sensors, AC usage
etc. This can be further fine-tuned for better range and performance metrics. Third-
party stakeholders, such as apps and in-vehicle service providers, can utilise data to
anticipate customer needs future product demands and streamline their billing
processes. Meanwhile, access to novel data points will help EV owners anticipate their
route-specific charging needs accurately. 

A June 2021 survey led by Nissan revealed that among European ICE drivers, 56% did
not believe there were enough charging points to consider purchasing an EV. A similar
sentiment is echoed by Indian consumers considering an EV purchase. Charging
network providers can help improve charging accessibility if they have access to data on
traffic conditions, route choices, battery range, terrain, destination popularity, where
people stop, and for how long. Charging infrastructure planning needs this
information to make sound decisions on station placement and quantity.

Traditionally, once a vehicle hits the road, it is out of the OEMs hands, and they remain
blind to in-vehicle data until the owner brings it back with an issue. Manufacturers then
have to troubleshoot the problem with what limited information they have. Since EVs
are so dependent on software, this approach is no longer practical. With embedded
connectivity, manufacturers can gather in-depth information directly from each ECU
and implement failsafe responses without having to bring the vehicle back to the
workshop.

Improving vehicle safety and reliability

Let’s look at an example from a data logging standpoint. There are hundreds of
cells in a battery. Each cell can vary slightly in temperature, charging efficiency, and
other factors that ultimately affect the functionality of the battery. With embedded
connectivity, all this data can be collected from the Battery Management
System (BMS) every 10 milliseconds and relayed to the cloud every minute. So if
there is a fluctuation or malfunction in any of the cells, the OEM will know almost
immediately. Let’s say the temperature of our battery thermal systems has risen above
the accepted safety threshold. Once the cloud receives this information, it will send a
message directly to the driver–either through the vehicle’s infotainment systems or
directly to the owner’s mobile phone–warning them to power down and move to a safe
distance until the cells have cooled. This type of warning mechanism helps prevent
hazardous situations, like the engine fires seen in Chevy Bolts last year that
resulted in a recall of 52,414 units and a possible monetary loss of over USD
330 million for GM.

https://evreporter.com/
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Connected vehicle data processes 

An embedded software solution takes troubleshooting to the next level in the form of
vehicle-wide updates. OEMs can filter vehicle data in the cloud to see exactly which
units require an update.  OTA (Over-the-Air) updates are sent to the affected vehicles,
where they await owner consent before being installed on the necessary components.
Safety-critical updates come with an approval window. As these are vital to ensure
driver and vehicle safety, if owner consent is not received within a certain period,
essential updates will initiate themselves the next time the vehicle is in a safe and
secure state. 

Driving into the future with connected EVs

Many manufacturers continue to struggle with the basic building blocks of connectivity
as their current systems restrict over-the-air (OTA) updates to infotainment and
navigation systems rather than supporting a fully connected vehicle. This has left EVs
and ICEs OEMs alike scrambling to adapt their current solutions or build new ones from
scratch. Both options require an extensive commitment of time and resources. An
easier way is to integrate an out-of-the-box embedded software solution. From initial
design to final product and beyond, integrated data management and connectivity
keeps EVs healthy, updated, and on the road longer. 

About the author 
Shivalik Prasad serves as VP of Sales and Strategic Alliances at Sibros, an industry
leader for deep Over-the-Air (OTA) connected vehicle systems for OEMs worldwide. He
previously served as Executive Director and Board Member for MapmyIndia. He also
worked at IBM New York as a part of Automotive Consulting Practice. Shivalik played an
integral role in Sibros’ recent partnership with Bajaj Auto, which will now be running
Sibros Deep Connected Platform™ on their fleet of Chetak electric scooters. 
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BIG PUSH FOR LFP BATTERIES EXPECTED
GOING FORWARD

Steve LeVine is the editor at The Electric newsletter that
provides a comprehensive and deeply researched coverage of the
electric vehicle ecosystem globally. In this interview, Steve shares
his analysis of the current battery technology space. 

Every few months, we hear about a breakthrough in battery technology.
Which battery technologies do you think are closer to achieving any
breakthrough for electric vehicles? 

I think that NMC battery chemistry will continue to dominate through the
decade. In terms of breakthroughs, a low hanging fruit is the added Silicon on the
anode side. However, it takes time for the OEMs and battery makers to get through the
qualification process. So, we're looking at probably the middle or the latter part of the
decade for more Silicon content in the batteries. And my forecast for the deployment
of Lithium metal anode batteries is either the latter part of this decade or the next
decade. 
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Also, I see a big push for LFP in the second half of this decade. The first LFP cathodes
were used in the first part of the last decade. Now they are finding a place in cars made
out of China, and they are breaking out into the west. There's a great impetus to
move to LFP because of the cost and shortage of the other metals. If you can't
get Nickel at the price you need, you have to go to LFP. The industry's misgivings about
LFP performance (energy density and sensitivity to cold) are being put aside. Look at
what China's BYD is doing with LFP energy density. 

The companies often exaggerate the claims around an advancement in
battery technology. How can a reader be more diligent in figuring out the
relevance of such claims?

Batteries are hard. They were invented over 200 years ago, while the transistor was
invented in 1948. But look how far transistors have come compared to batteries. It is
extremely hard to make a better battery, but the money motive is very high. So when
you put those two things together, you get a lot of exaggerated claims that sometimes
fool even the most discriminated scientists and businessmen.

https://evreporter.com/
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There's an excellent battery scientist Dr Jeff Dahn at Dalhousie University in Canada,
who is one of the inventors of NMC. He has a test. One of the tricks some inventors
employ is to put different performance parameter claims on different slides with fine
print changes. The Jeff Dahn test says that all five or six parameters should be on
one slide, and it should be one cell that's tested for all of the parameters. So if
you insist on seeing that, you're most likely not to be misled.
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In your opinion, which battery startups are to watch out for?

I like QuantumScape, though I have my quibbles with the lack of data they release. But
I think they are a very promising play in hybrid solid-state. Also, I believe Sila
Nanotechnologies and Enovix are two promising Silicon anode plays. 

Another one I find super interesting is ONE. It is by a former Apple Car and A123
executive Mujeeb Ijaz. Their play is a double cathode - LFP and with a high
Manganese cathode, and the anode side is Lithium metal. They are not inventing any of
the chemistries. The innovation lies in removing inactive junk from the battery pack.
How they put the battery pack together is their secret sauce. Mujeeb recently drove a
Tesla around Michigan and got 750 miles on a single charge. Though it was in really
good conditions and he was only driving 55 miles an hour. Still it's interesting. If you've
noticed, the Chinese battery maker CATL is also doing a double cathode battery -
they're twinning LFP and NMC.
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Elon Musk said that two-thirds of the vehicles Tesla sells would be LFP, and
his whole energy storage is also going to be LFP. The rest of the industry
tends to follow what Tesla does.

Looking at the commitments by the major automakers to go all-electric by
2030 or 2040, is enough Lithium or Nickel going to be available to make as
many vehicles every year?

If you look at the history of oil through the 150 years, there was a scare about the
shortage of oil every so often, which made the oil prices shoot up. This incentivised the
explorers to find more oil, and we never ran out of it. That will happen with these metals
as well because we've got this shortage and resultant surge in prices.

Technically speaking, there's plenty of Lithium around in the world, but there has to be
the technology for deriving it economically. A lot of Lithium is in brine and very small
proportions. It has to be economical to get that out and turn it into a Lithium hydroxide
and Lithium carbonate. The OEMs would want a reliable supply of raw materials,
and they're not going to put their bets on metals like Nickel or Cobalt, which
are prone to supply issues and a huge variation in prices. Iron and Sodium are
ample metals, and that's why the large shift to LFP will happen.

And that's the main reason I'm seeing this future of LFP. Nickel continues to be in
short supply. At some point, soon, the battery companies and the car companies will
rush into LFP to take advantage of the plentitude. I think most carmakers and analysts
have underestimated how dramatic this shift will be. 

This may be the most important trend right now, more important than what's
going on with the chemistries. For years, 2025 has been forecasted as the year
when battery-powered cars would reach the purchase price parity with combustion
cars. It was thought that the steady decade long drop in battery costs would converge
in around 2025. But now, we've got this surge in battery supply costs, and that
inflection point is being pushed into the latter part of the decade. And why is
that important? Because that's the difference between a wealthy person buying a Tesla
S Plaid and ordinary people being able to buy EVs. 

The prices of Lithium, Nickel and other raw materials have been on the
rise for more than a year. What trend do you see going forward and its
impact on electric mobility?

https://evreporter.com/
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Owners may charge  EVs at home or work using their current electrical connections.

Any Public Charging Station (PCS) or Chain of Charging Stations may obtain electricity
from any generation company through open access.

PCS will be required to tie up with at least one online Network Service Provider
to enable advance remote/online booking of charging slots by EV owners.

BEE shall create and maintain a national online database of all the PCS in
consultation with State Nodal Agencies. 

The tariff for electricity supply to Public EV Charging Stations shall not exceed
the 'Average Cost of Supply' till 31st March 2025. The same tariff shall be
applicable for Battery Charging Station. The tariff applicable for domestic consumption
shall be applicable for domestic charging.

Land available with the Government/Public entities shall be provided for installation of
PCS to a Government/Public entity on a revenue sharing basis at a fixed rate of Re. 1
per kWh (used for charging) - to be paid to the Land-Owning Agency from such PCS
business quarterly. The public Land-owning agency may also adopt the revenue sharing
Model for providing the land to a private entity for installation of PCS on bidding basis
with a floor price of Re 1 per kWh.

The Ministry of Power issued the revised guidelines and
standards for charging infrastructure for EVs on 14th
January 2022. 

These guidelines will supersede the Revised “Charging
Infrastructure for Electric Vehicles – Guidelines and Standards”
issued by the Ministry of Power on 1st October 2019 and
subsequent amendments dated 8th June 2020.
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POLICY RELATED

Boost for Battery Swapping - As per Union Budget 2022-23 tabled in the Parliament by
Union Minister for Finance & Corporate Affairs Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman, considering the
constraint of space in urban areas for setting up charging stations at scale, the
government will bring out a battery swapping policy and formulate inter-
operability standards. The private sector will be encouraged to develop sustainable and
innovative business models for ‘Battery or Energy as a Service'. 

Regulatory standards for Battery safety - According to a MoRTH
notification, battery safety standard AIS 048 will be cancelled from DEC
2022. From 27 Dec 2022, AIS 156 and AIS 038 Rev 2 standards will
become mandatory.

https://evreporter.com/
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Production Linked Incentive (PLI) Scheme for Automobile and Auto Component
Industry - 115 companies have filed applications under the PLI Scheme for Automobile and
Auto Component Industry. The Government had approved the scheme with a budgetary
outlay of INR 25,938 crore. Incentives are applicable for determined sales of Advanced
Automotive Technology vehicles and components manufactured in India from 1st April 2022
for 5 consecutive years. Following is the distribution of applications received:

PLI Scheme for Advanced Chemistry Cell Manufacturing - 10 bids from following
companies have been received in response to the RFP from the MHI to develop greenfield
giga-scale advance chemistry cell manufacturing:

Reliance New Energy Solar
Hyundai Global Motors Company 
Ola Electric Mobility
Lucas-TVS
Mahindra & Mahindra
Amara Raja Batteries
Exide Industries 
Rajesh Exports 
Larsen & Toubro
India Power Corporation Limited

The LoA is expected to be issued in Feb 2022
to selected bidders and the signing of the 
 agreement is planned for June 2022.

The manufacturing facility would have to be
set up within two years. The incentive will be
disbursed thereafter over a period of five
years on the sale of batteries manufactured in
India. 

Delhi Government published the Draft Motor Vehicle Aggregators Scheme for
licensing and regulation of aggregators providing passenger transport and delivery services.
This scheme will apply to aggregators with at least 50 vehicles - 2W, 3W and 4Ws, and shall
not apply to buses. 

Timeline for EV fleet conversion - For 2Ws (commercial) and 3Ws, the target for
adoption of EVs in the new fleet will be 10% within 6 months, 25% within a year and 50%
within 2 years from the grant of license. For 4Ws, it will be 5% within 6 months, 15% within
one year and 25% within two years. For 2W bike-hailing or bike-sharing service, any vehicle
being on-boarded in the fleet from the date of commencement of the scheme will be
electric. The aggregator will mandatorily convert 100% of its existing bike fleet to electric by
the end of the 2nd year of the notification of this scheme. 

POLICY RELATED
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INDUSTRY TIE-UPS

EV manufacturer Omega Seiki Mobility (OSM) and Korean EV powertrain company, JAE
SUNG Tech, plan to manufacture the latter's electric powertrain 'Ra314' in India. The
companies claim that Ra314 is 30% more efficient and 20% lighter than existing powerunits
in the electric 3Ws. It will be used for OSM's electric 3W Rage+ starting Q1 FY23. 

Epsilon Advanced Materials and Grafintec Oy (a subsidiary of Beowulf Mining plc) are
forming a JV to establish an anode materials production facility in the GigaVaasa area
in Finland. The companies will build a production capacity of 10,000 TPA in phase 1, and
the second phase will add 40,000 TPA more. Grafintec will own 49% of the JV, and Epsilon
Advanced Materials will own 51%.

Mahindra & Mahindra and Hero Electric
announced a strategic partnership to
manufacture Hero Electric's bikes - Optima
& NYX at M&M's Pithampur plant in Madhya
Pradesh. 

The joint development efforts will also enable
electrification of the Peugeot's Motorcycle
Portfolio.

Pune-headquartered Kinetic Green has tied up with
Chinese EV giant Aima Technology Group to co-design and
develop electric 2Ws. Aima will assist Kinetic with design and
support for modifications and rapid localisation of the
models to suit Indian market requirements.  

Notably, Aima Technology has recorded global sales of more
than 50,000,000 electric 2Ws and has over 1000 models in
its product portfolio across 2Ws, 3Ws and 4Ws. 

OSM has also entered into an alliance with
SUN Mobility. The alliance plans to initially
launch 10,000 units of OSM Rage+ with
swappable batteries across the country. 

This collaboration will give OSM access to
SUN Mobility’s network of 65+ Swap Points
across 15+ cities in India.

https://evreporter.com/
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hyderabad has signed a letter of intent to host the ABB FIA Formula E World
Championship. Greenko, India’s leading renewable energy company headquartered in
Hyderabad, will also partner with Formula E to deliver the event. 

UAE based British EV manufacturer One Moto has entered
into an MoU with the Telangana government to set up
its manufacturing unit in the outskirts of Hyderabad. The
brand plans to invest up to INR 250 crore to establish the
manufacturing unit on 15 acres of land. 

Automotive component supplier Sona Comstar declared its Q3
FY 2022 results. In Q3, the revenue from Battery Electric
Vehicles (BEVs) grew 108% YoY to INR 135 crores,
contributing 29% of the total revenue. The net order book
increased to INR 17,600 crore (from INR 13,600 crores as of Sep
30, 2021), of which BEVs contribute 66.4%.

Ather Energy has entered an MoU with Karnataka Government to install 1,000
Ather fast chargers across the state - CEO Tarun Mehta shared on Twitter.

WardWizard Innovations & Mobility, the BSE-listed electric 2W manufacturer, said that
it sold nearly 19,000 e-2Ws in 2021. The company has inked an MoU with the Gujarat
government. It will invest INR 500 crore to develop an EV ancillary in Vadodara to
facilitate the production of key EV components. WardWizard also plans to introduce four
new high-speed electric scooters in 2022 and enter the electric three-wheeler segment.

Swedish automotive manufacturer Koenigsegg has
developed a new electric motor called Quark that
utilises a torque/power-rich balance between radial
and axial flux topology dubbed as Raxial Flux. Further,
Koenigsegg has integrated two Quark e-motors with its
recently introduced 6-phase inverter David, plus
planetary gear sets, to create the Terrier, a torque
vectoring EV-drive unit.
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ANALYSIS OF ELECTRODES OF
LITHIUM-ION CELLS

Cathodes

In this article, Rahul Bollini lists the nuances of different cathode and anode
chemistries of Lithium-ion cells.
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LCO (Lithium Cobalt Oxide) - Technology commercialised by Sony, Japan, in 1990 and
is used till date in cell phone batteries. It delivers a nominal cell voltage of 3.85V and
has a full charge voltage of 4.35V. It has a specific capacity of more than 160 mAh/g.
LCO is considered the most unsafe type of cell chemistry.

LMO (Lithium Manganese Oxide) - LMO was popularly used in first-generation
Nissan Leaf EV. As Manganese is cheaper than Cobalt and Nickel, it is the cheapest
commercially available oxide-based electrode. LMO batteries can deliver high power
and have a specific capacity of more than 110 mAh/g.

NMC 111 or 333 (Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide)
- First generation NMC cathode material (equal parts of Nickel,
Manganese and Cobalt) which took the market by storm by
providing cells with high energy density (gravimetric and
volumetric). It was popularly being used in electric vehicle
applications. All variants of NMC have a nominal voltage of 3.6V
and a full charge voltage of 4.2V. It has a specific capacity of
more than 150 mAh/g.

NMC 532 (Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide) - Second
generation of NMC cathode (five parts of Nickel, three parts of
Manganese and two parts of Cobalt) after a brief existence of
NMC 442. NMC 532 power (EV grade) cathode dominated the
market for the most part of 2021. It is cheaper than NMC 111
and has a specific capacity of more than 160 mAh/g.

NMC 622 (Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide) - Third generation of NMC
cathode (six parts of Nickel, two parts of Manganese and two parts of Cobalt). NMC 622
power (EV grade) cathode is expected to dominate the market in 2022 before
NMC 811 comes into play. It has a specific capacity of more than 170 mAh/g.
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NCA (Lithium Nickel Cobalt Aluminium Oxide) - Popularly used by ISRO for space
applications, NCA is also used in Tesla electric vehicles. It is less safe than NMC and has
a narrow window of operating temperature, but its cells offer the highest energy
density (gravimetric and volumetric) in the market. Has a nominal voltage of 3.6V and a
full charge voltage of 4.2V. It has a specific capacity of more than 190 mAh/g.

LFP (Lithium Iron Phosphate) - The most popular cathode material in the market
known for its cost, safety and high cycle life. Has a lower energy density (gravimetric and
volumetric). It has a nominal voltage of 3.2V and a full charge voltage of 3.6V. It has a
specific capacity of more than 150mAh/g. LFP batteries are popular in electric three
wheelers, electric buses and energy storage systems.

LFMP (Lithium Iron Manganese Phosphate) - An upcoming cathode with
characteristics of LFP but with a higher cell voltage. It can replace the traditional 12V
LFP battery that uses 4 LFP cells with 3 LFMP cells. Has a specific capacity of more than
150 mAh/g. LFMP has the potential to replace the complete market of LFP.

LNMO (Lithium Nickel Manganese Oxide) - In this cathode, the Cobalt component
from NMC is eliminated. It has one part of Nickel and three parts of Manganese. It can
charge up to a full charge voltage of 5V, but its commercial production has not yet
taken off due to the unavailability of electrolyte that supports up to 5V
charging. Has a specific capacity of more than 130 mAh/g.

NMC 811 (Lithium Nickel Manganese Cobalt Oxide) - The latest generation of NMC
cathode in the market and its commercialisation for EVs is being worked on a large
scale. It has a specific capacity of more than 180 mAh/g.
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LTO (Lithium Titanate or Lithium Titanium Oxide) - LTO is the only electrode
powder in the market which is white in colour. It allows for ultra-fast charging (charge
80% in 6 minutes), and it also increases the cycle life of the cell to the next level,
generally about 25,000 cycles. Yinlong from China and Toshiba’s SCiB (super
charge ion battery) use this anode. 

Any battery company that claims to have developed a fast-charging battery
with very high cycle life is most likely using LTO cells inside their battery
packs. NMC-LTO cells have a nominal voltage of 2.3V and a full charge
voltage of 2.8V.

C (Graphite) - The most popular commercially used anode in the market. Artificial
graphite is preferred over natural graphite due to its longer cycle life ability, and it
delivers a specific capacity of 350 mAh/g.

Anodes

SiC (Silicon-Graphite) - Silicon can deliver a specific capacity of more than
3000mAh/g. Silicon is mixed with graphite in small quantities to achieve a
Silicon-Graphite composite anode that can deliver more than 400 mAh/g. 

The percentage composition of Silicon isn’t notched up too much because it tends to
expand up to 300% of its original volume during lithiation and can cause an imbalance
in the mechanical stability of the cell. Incorporating Silicon allows for faster-charging
properties.
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PRODUCT LAUNCHES

Backed by racing background and 8
years of R&D, Pune based TORK
Motors has launched its First Electric
Motorcycle - KRATOS & KRATOS R.
The ex-showroom price (Pune) for

Mahindra Electric entered the e-cart segment with the
launch of the e-Alfa Cargo, priced at INR 1.44 Lakh, ex-
showroom Delhi. The running cost is 59 paise per km. The e-
Alfa Cargo can support a payload of 310 kg, has a 25 kmph
top speed, 80 km range and peak power of 1.5 kW. In the L5
cargo segment, Mahindra Electric already has Treo Zor.

KRATOS is Rs 1,07,999, and for KRATOS R is Rs 1,22,999, which includes the FAME II
subsidy of Rs 60,000 and state subsidy of Rs 24,500. This price is exclusive of the
accessories, road tax, insurance, smart card, RTO Registration and GST.
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Contemporary Amperex Energy Service
Technology (CAES), a wholly-owned
subsidiary of CATL, rolled out its battery
swap solution for electric cars called
EVOGO, comprising of battery blocks
(Choco-SEB), fast battery swap stations and
an app. Each 26.5 kWh block can enable
a range of 200 km. 
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INTERNATIONAL UPDATES

Chinese automaker Nio launched its first electric car battery swap station in
Norway. The company will soon launch a swap station in Germany as well.

Customers can take one to three blocks to meet different range requirements. CATL says
that Choco-SEB is compatible with 80 per cent of global BEV platform-based vehicle
models available on the market, and all BEV platform-based models to be released in the
next three years globally. Chinese automaker FAW Group's Bestune Nat MPV will be
the first car compatible with the EVOGO service. 

Japan's Sony Group plans to launch a new
company (Sony Mobility Inc) in 2022  to
explore entering the EV  market. Sony
chairman Kenichiro Yoshida unveiled a prototype
SUV, the VISION-S 02, at the CES technology
trade fair in the US.

Honda has signed a Joint Development Agreement with Boston headquartered Li-Metal
battery manufacturer SES. Founded in 2012, SES (formerly known as SolidEnergy
Systems) plans to list on the New York Stock Exchange via a SPAC transaction. Through the
PIPE offering by the SPAC, Honda plans to acquire approximately 2% of the shares of SES AI
Corporation. This joint development agreement with SES is part of the overall battery
strategy of Honda as the automaker has been looking into several battery options,
including the solid-state batteries it is developing independently.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Benchmark Mineral Intelligence has reported that
Chinese battery-grade lithium carbonate prices rose
by 21% in the first two weeks of January 2022.
According to Benchmark’s Lithium Price Assessment,
China battery-grade lithium carbonate hit a record high
average of USD 47,500 a tonne, bringing prices up by
495.9% compared to the end of January 2021.

FedEx Express, a subsidiary of FedEx Corp, has commenced EV trials in India. The trial,
which is expected to conclude within a month in Bengaluru, will test the vehicle
technology within FedEx Express operations, assessing the vehicles’ operational
effectiveness on a standard route fully loaded with packages. Following positive trial results,
FedEx Express will extend the trial to Delhi.

By 2040, it is intended that the entire FedEx global parcel pickup and delivery
(PUD) fleet will be zero-emission EVs. The aim is for 50% of FedEx Express global PUD
vehicle purchases to be electric vehicles by 2025, rising to 100% by 2030.

Delhi based Stride Ventures is looking to invest INR 100 crores into EV start-ups
over the next six months. The venture debt firm has already invested another INR 40
crores into EV ride hailing start-up BluSmart and Battery recycling and manufacturing
company Lohum, says a report by Hindu Business Line. 

On Jan 20, 2022, CESL launched a
tender for 5,580 electric buses in
Delhi, Kolkata, Surat, Bengaluru
and Hyderabad. The tender value is
estimated to be Rs 5,500 crore, and
the first lot of e-buses are expected
to be on the road by July 2022. CESL
is the procuring agency, while STUs
will pay for the buses. 

Delhi government signed an MoU with Convergence Energy Services Limited (CESL) to
introduce easy financing for the purchase of electric 3Ws with a 5% interest subvention
scheme. "This effectively doubles Delhi Govt subsidy on e-3Ws from INR 30,000 to 55,000",
Jasmine Shah - Vice-Chairperson, Dialogue and Development Commission, Delhi
Government shared on Twitter.
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E-2WHEELER RETROFITTING -
SCOPE AND COST OF CONVERSION
India is the world's largest market for two-wheelers, with roughly 360 million ICE 2-wheelers
on-road. Millions of these vehicles continue to be in use despite being old and polluting.
Electric vehicles have gained significant traction in India's 2W and 3W space. However, just
adding more EVs to the existing vehicle load in the name of reducing carbon emissions is not
an ideal solution as it will make the roads even more congested. To make clean mobility
accessible to everyone, India needs to have an effective scrapping policy in place with
provisions to allow conversion of ICE vehicles to EVs, subject to necessary terms and
conditions. 

Old petrol two-wheelers can be converted into fully electric vehicles or dual-
powered vehicles (switchable between petrol and electric).

The decision about which conversion is better for a particular vehicle depends on the
condition of the vehicle body, chassis, and the IC engine. If the engine is ceased with
the body and the chassis in good condition, it can be converted to a completely
electric vehicle. If the IC engine is still performing well, it can be converted into a dual-
powered vehicle that allows the driver to switch between the electric and ICE
powertrains with the help of a button.
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The process of conversion

Types of EV Retrofitting | Which conversion is better?

For conversion into a fully electric vehicle, the ICE vehicle will be first stripped of
its ICE components - engine, fuel tank, exhaust and drivetrain, leaving only the chassis,
body, wheels, etc.

Varun Rai from EMF Innovations discusses multiple aspects related to
retrofitting two-wheelers.

This is followed by the installation of an
electric motor and a battery pack, 
 accommodated according to available
space constraints. In addition, a conversion
kit consists of a power controller to
regulate the flow of energy and a
recharging system to allow the flow of
electricity to the Li-ion batteries. The
conversion process also requires tweaks to
the wiring and other electronic functions.
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The cost of retrofitting depends largely on the motors and battery specifications. 
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Approximate cost of retrofitting and overall implications for the vehicle

ARAI approved retrofitting kits should be used to
ensure compliance with safety and regulations
standards. The kit provider needs to get separate
certifications from ARAI for retrofitting different models.
The retrofitted vehicle needs to be re-registered at the
RTO as an electric vehicle.

As per EMF Innovations' estimate, an ICE two-wheeler can be converted into a fully
electric or a dual-powered vehicle at the cost of approximately INR 55,000 to INR
60,000 (without any subsidy) considering a top speed of around 65+ kmph and a
range of 60-70 km per charge. 

An electric hub motor with a power output of 1.5 kW to 2.5 kW peak power together
with the controller costs around INR 10,000, and a Li-ion battery with 1.5-2 kWh
capacity costs around INR 35,000 to INR 40,000. Other accessories like swing arm,
suspension system, etc., can be sourced at nearly INR 10,000.

For conversion into a dual powered vehicle, all the
ICE components are kept intact. The process involves
the mechanical integration of the wheel hub and the
electric hub motor to run the wheel powered by a Li-
ion battery as well as petrol, followed by electrical
integration of components in the vehicle so that people
can drive their vehicle with the battery power and when
required switch to the engine.
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If the central and state governments can provide subsidies on the retrofit kit purchase,  
it can motivate many old and polluting ICE vehicle owners to convert their vehicles to
electric. Retrofitting is not eligible for any incentives under the FAME 2 scheme. The
government can also support retrofitting efforts by reducing GST on the full kit from
28% to 5%.
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Varun Rai is Business Development Manager at Coimbatore based
EMF Innovations. EMF Innovations provides a complete
retrofitting solution to OEMs for converting ICE two-wheelers to
electric. The author can be reached at varun@emf-i.com

The central government is working to define clear guidelines for retrofitting solutions.
State governments like Karnataka plan to offer sops to electric vehicle startups to
retrofit petrol-powered two- and three-wheelers into electric. Delhi Government also
recently made an announcement about allowing 10-year or older diesel vehicles to ply
in Delhi-NCR roads, given they are retrofitted and transformed into EVs.

How can the Government support retrofitting

About the author

With the battery technology available today, converting an ICE two-wheeler to an EV
with decent power and range could increase the weight of the vehicle by 15-20%.
Power to weight ratio is an important factor in retrofitting as it impacts the overall
performance and dynamics of the vehicle. However, old ICE vehicles generally have a 
 robust build and can withstand this additional weight which is distributed by tweaking
the chassis and suspension setup.

As per our experience, it takes two skilled mechanics one hour to convert an
ICE two-wheeler into an electric. One should go for an ARAI approved retrofitting kit
with IP67 rating that can withstand heavy dust and water sprays and has negligible
maintenance and service requirements. 
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Category-wise Electric Vehicle sales, January 2022

Total Registered Electric Vehicle Sales -  Jan '22 - 49,676 | Dec '21 - 50,874 

Note: Others include Tractors,
Forklifts, Adapted Vehicles, etc.
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Region-wise Electric Vehicle sales, January 2022

Source: Vahan Dashboard. Data as per 1386 out of 1597 RTOs across 33 out of 37 state/UTs.
Data excludes low-speed Electric 2Wheelers
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EV Category wise Sales trend from Jan 2021 to Jan 2022

M-o-M increase of 11% for High Speed E-2W

High Speed E- 2Wheeler Sales Trend by OEM, Jan 2022

Note: Data excludes low-speed Electric 2Wheelers 
For 3W Passenger and Cargo, vehicles from both L3 and L5 categories are included

Source: Vahan Dashboard. Data as per 1386 out of 1597 RTOs across 33 out of 37 state/UTs.
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Note: For E- 3 Wheelers Passenger Vehicle, the top 10 OEM Manufacturers contribute to only 55% of sales in January
2022 and 42% for E-3W Cargo Vehicle.

Source: Vahan Dashboard. Data as per 1386 out of 1597 RTOs across 33 out of 37 state/UTs. The aim of these graphs is
to represent an overall trend of the new EV registrations in the country.

M-o-M decrease of 19% for E-3W Passenger

M-o-M decrease of 12% for E-3W Cargo

Electric 3Wheeler Sales Trend by OEM, Jan 2022
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Electric 4Wheeler Sales Trend in India 2017-2021
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Note: %Penetration in E- 4Wheeler refers to the penetration of overall sales in 4Wheeler category vehicles sold in
India.
Source: Vahan Dashboard, Tata Motors official Website
Disclaimer: Data as per 1386 out of 1597 RTOs across 33 out of 37 state/UTs. The aim of these graphs is to
represent an overall trend of the new EV registrations in the country.

Manufacturer-wise Electric 4 Wheeler Sales performance

Others include Hyundai Motors, Mercedes Benz, Porsche, etc.
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